
7th Grade Q1 Conceptual Flow

Main Idea: Earth's surface has changed and continues to
change.  This is driven by flows of energy.

Big Idea 2: External Energy from
the Sun drives weathering and

erosion which can change Earth's
crust

Big Idea 1: Internal Energy
from Earth's core changes

Earth Surface from the
inside.

Bridge to Life Science Q2

Energy from the Sun drives the
process of evaporation from

surface water.

Condensation of atmospheric water  
vapor due to thermal energy loss

coupled with gravity results in
precipitation.

Precipitation can cause the
formation of rivers and ravines

When surface water looses thermal
energy, it can freeze, expand and

break apart rock and soils..

ESS2.A

San Joaquin River and
slope erosion on sides

of table mountain.

ESS2.C

Water, pulled by gravity, can carry
rocks and soils down steams and
rivers and deposit the material in
layers. It can also move through
the ground and dissolve rocks

forming caves.

Rocks can tell us a lot
about the past.

Rock layers that are
beneath other layers
are older and vice-

versa.

ESS4.A
The "river Rock" layer 

beneath the lava flow cap of  
Table Mountain is older.  The

lava is younger.

Living things that are trapped
between layers of sedimentary
rock can become fossilized in a
process where minerals replace

organic materials

ESS2.A

Geologic Time Scale is
interpreted by rock strata

to organize Earth's
history.

The rock record
provides evidence of 
catastrophic events.

The lava flow cap of Table
Mountain represents a

catastrophic event our regions
past that occurred over a short

time period.

Big Idea 3: Rock record
reveals history of Earth such

as mass, extinctions,
asteroid impacts,

volcanisms, formation of  
mountains, development of  

rivers and glaciation.

Fossil Records help
describe the many
time periods on the

GTS.

ESS1.C

The fossil Record shows how
living things have changed over  

generations.

Between species, there is unity
and diversity.

LS4.A
Evidence for common ancestry

includes fossil evidence,
comparative anatomy and DNA.

GTS organizes the history of Earth into
sections related to the types of  

organisms present and geologic events.

Fossils can be dated using radioactive
indicators.

When fossils are dated, the rock layers they
are found in can also be dated.

The crust of the Earth is
broken into plates.
These plates move
driven by internal

convection currents in
the mantle.

The continents used to be
connected and have moved

apart.

When two
plates push
against each

other,
mountains

and
sometimes
volcanoes

are formed.

When plates
spread apart,

rifts or 
trenches

form.

Evidence includes: Maps of...
Shape of continents (out to shelves), Fossil

distributions, Distribution of Rocks and
Minerals, Magnetic patterns in undersea

rocks, gemstone sizes, consistent patterns of  
earthquake locations and depths.ESS2.B

Microscopic,
long term
changes

Local
changes

Global
changes

Long Term,
slow

Changes

Global, local
and

Microscopic
changes

Long Term, slow Changes
as well as quick changes

(earthquakes)

ESS2.A

Develop models to
describe phenomena Construct an explanation

based on evidence based
on the assumption that
theories and laws that

describe nature operate
today as they did in the

Analyze and interpret data  
to provide evidence for 

past plate motions.

Patterns in rates of change
and numerical relationships

Analyze and  
interpret data to

determine
similarities and
differences in

findings.

Patterns can be
identified when using

graphs, charts and
images to organize

data.

Fault kit

Stream Kits

District Common
Assignment  
Phenomena

Disciplinary
Core Ideas

from
Performance
Expectations

Cross Cutting
Concepts from
Performance
Expectations

Science and
Engineering

Practices from
Performance
Expectations

New
Equipment

Uplift resulting from
convergent boundaries

caused Table Mountain to be
lifted above ancient altitudes.

Goal 1: Learning science
by investigating

phenomena

Goal 2:
3 Dimensional Instruction: Students learn DCI
by doing practices and utilizing cross-cutting

concepts (ways of thinking)

Goal 3: Utilize
supplementary equipment
to transition into NGSS.

Key:
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